Bone Cement Vacuum Bowl Mixing System

High performance you expect, at lower prices

Delivering a reproducible, high-quality mix

The Cardinal Health Vacuum Bowl Mixing System delivers the confidence and performance that clinicians expect—at a significantly lower cost.

- Proven rotational axis design with over 20 years of clinical history
- Closed vacuum system with charcoal filtration
- Mixes up to 120g; all cement viscosities

For more information, please contact your Cardinal Health sales representative or call customer service at 800.964.5227

cardinalhealth.com/orthopedics
Vacuum bowl mixing system by Cardinal Health—high performance you expect, at lower prices

Better pricing: 20% lower*

We deliver high-quality vacuum mixing bowls at 20 percent lower than the average market price of the leading manufacturer’s products.

Proven design and mix quality

For over 20 years, the rotational axis design used within the Cardinal Health Vacuum Bowl Mixing System has been mixing up reproducible, high-quality cement.

Compared to a fixed axis bowl, a rotational axis produces cement with significantly fewer voids greater than 1mm and fewer instances of unmixed powder.\(^1,2\)

Performs as you expect: no change in clinical practice or technique

The Cardinal Health Vacuum Bowl Mixing System allows you to continue to deliver high-quality patient care.

- No change needed in your clinical practice or technique
- Closed system during mixing and charcoal disc filter reduce exposure to methylmethacrylate fumes to well below the U.S. Occupational Safety and Health Administration’s (OSHA) permissible exposure limit.\(^3,4\)
- Designed to operate at a vacuum level of 508mmHg–565mmHg
- Spatula designed to match curvature of mixing bowl

Ordering information:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cat. no.</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Qty.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>451-550-01</td>
<td>Cardinal Health™ Bone Cement Bowl Mixing System, High Vacuum</td>
<td>12 ea/cs</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*On average.

1. The data described in this literature piece was collected in laboratory tests. Bench-top testing may not be indicative of clinical performance.